
Unifits Customer 
Onboarding: simplify  
onboarding for your  
corporate customers

Onboarding for corporate 
customers to your e-banking 
channels made easy

The Unifits Customer Onboarding simplifies 
and accelerates the onboarding process to your 
e-banking and allows effortless self-service and 
end-to-end testing for your corporate customers. 
The software is much more than just a portal to 
validate messages, it also simulates the behav-
iour of your bank with regard to client reporting.

ISO 20022 testing simplified

No more effort for the bank thanks to an unat-
tended, self-service oriented test portal

Results are immediately available, no time lag 
between customer request and response

Enormous increase in customer satisfaction

Raised transparency about customers test pro-
gress due to comprehensive statistics

Smooth go-live with customers and reduced 
operational risks

At a glance

TRUSTED BY THE INDUSTRY | CUSTOMER EXAMPLES



START NOW 
Simplify onboarding
for corporate customers
today
Benefit from significantly accelerated onbarding to 
your e-banking due to effortless self-service and end-
to-end testing for your customers

Curious?
More Info

Interested?
Get in touch

FUNCTIONALITY

Customer Onboarding for a new age
The application offers validation for all types of order transmissions. It simulates client reporting 
and incoming transactions through a virtualized booking engine and provides self-registration and 
ease to use with no training required. It provides security and reliability, attested through external 
penetration testing while comprehensive statistics give you full transparency on the testing 
progress of your corporate customers.

THE SMARTER SOLUTION

Simplify onboarding for 
corporate customers “Our Customer Onboarding Platform provided by Unifits 

allows every software partner or bank client, who is 
affected by the Swiss payment migration, to conduct 
independent testing. 

Besides the fact that Unifits’ solution increased our 
own efficiency for client onboarding by factors, it added 
enormous value to our clients by giving them an unat-
tended 24/7 “self-service” that saved also their efforts 
and improved the overall quality at the very same time.

Unifits’ passion for ISO 20022 and quality assurance 
combined with the great collaboration and their out-
standing solutions made the partnership a pleasure. 

Significantly accelerated onbarding to your 
e-banking

Effortless self-service and end-to-end testing 
for your customers

Happy customers due to excellent onboard-
ing support
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